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5 Questions To Ask When Workers Earn Social
Media Infamy
By Vin Gurrieri

Law360 (May 28, 2020, 5:18 PM EDT) -- Franklin Templeton Investments moved swiftly to fire a
white woman after a Twitter video of her calling the cops on a black man in New York's Central
Park went viral, but the company could have landed in legal hot water despite outrage at her
actions, experts say.

The viral video shows an interaction that occurred over Memorial Day weekend in which Amy
Cooper called the police claiming that Christian Cooper, an African American man, was threatening
her life after the two had a dispute over his request that she put her dog on a leash as per park
rules.

Franklin Templeton, Amy Cooper's employer, responded to the incident by issuing a public
statement Monday that it had fired Cooper following an internal review of the incident, saying the
company does "not tolerate racism of any kind." The New York City Commission on Human Rights
— which polices bias and harassment in housing, employment and public accommodations — said
two days later that it is investigating the incident.   

Jonathan Segal, a partner at Duane Morris LLP and leader of the firm's HR training arm, said
Franklin Templeton approached the situation "perfectly" by linking Cooper's off-duty conduct to
the company's policies prohibiting discrimination and valuing inclusion.  

But while the incident is a clear-cut example of a situation in which an employer can't avoid taking
corrective action to address an off-duty incident that played out on social media, Segal said most
other situations involve shades of gray that businesses have to carefully navigate.

"In a case like this, the individual made blatantly racist allegations — based on the tape, which I
saw — the employee made allegations of fearing attack which had absolutely no reasonable
foundation, with a clear racial connection to the allegation and I think the employer did the right
thing," he said. "It's a good warning for employees everywhere to be more thoughtful … that there
are certain risk factors that come with bad conduct."

Here, Law360 looks at five questions businesses should ask themselves when workers' social
media posts or behavior goes viral for the wrong reasons.

Is the Post Protected by Federal Labor or Whistleblower Laws?

While businesses generally have leeway to address workers' online conduct — even things they do
while off duty — there are limitations to when they can take corrective action. One of those limits
involves the National Labor Relations Act, which gives employees in both union and nonunion
workplaces the right to engage in concerted activities for their "mutual aid or protection,"
including, for example, group protests or online gripes about workplace issues.
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So if a worker posts something on social media, even content that is somewhat incendiary or
portrays their employer in a bad light, the individual might still be protected from being fired or
disciplined.

"If someone [is] complaining about their boss or their working conditions, that activity is likely
protected in the [National Labor Relations Board's] opinion, so you need to tread lightly there if
you're an employer," said Laura Jacobsen, co-chair of McDonald Carano LLP's employment and
labor law practice

In the same vein, if a worker is complaining online about issues related to workplace safety —
which may become increasingly common in a world where COVID-19 exists — or uses social
media to call out sketchy activity where they work, employers have to be careful not to run afoul
of whistleblower protections that are baked into federal law.

"Same idea — if someone is complaining about workplace safety … then you don't want to punish
them for engaging in that activity," Jacobsen said. "As a general rule, I don't encourage employers
to monitor employees on social media, but these are things to take into consideration if something
comes to the employers' attention."

Do Any Contracts Govern Employers' Response?

While businesses can typically fire at-will employees for any reason that isn't unlawful, even
without notice, union contracts or employment pacts that covers a person's job may include
language that says a worker can be fired only for just cause. They might also lay out a process
that must be followed before a worker can be let go.

Therefore, employers have to know exactly what those contracts call for and double-check that
any action taken to discipline misconduct falls within the parameters of those agreements,
attorneys say.

"Generally, with respect to at-will employees — those that don't have a contract — when an
employer observes employee conduct off-duty or on social media that the employer believes
negatively impacts or could negatively impact the employer's reputation … there is a lot of leeway
to terminate somebody for that type of conduct," said Charles Jellinek of Bryan Cave Leighton
Paisner LLP.

But Jellinek cautioned that employers should be careful when firing someone over their social
media use "if there are specific rules that have to be followed before a termination," such as the
termination process laid out in a collective bargaining agreement or any pretermination grievance
procedures.

"If there [are] any internal procedures the employer has or contracts [and] collective bargaining
agreements that might govern discipline or discharge, those steps should be followed before
making a termination decision," Jellinek said.

Are There Any State Laws That Could Shield Workers From Firing?

Besides federal laws that might be at play, there may also be state laws that impact whether a
business can take action against workers for exhibiting poor behavior on social media.

Jacobsen noted that in Nevada where she practices, businesses can't fire workers if they use any
products on their own time that an employer finds objectionable, as long as they are legal.

Other states have even broader protections. Segal noted that a number of states — New York and
California among them — have laws that protect workers' participation in lawful off-duty activities,
as opposed to just products.
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But he also pointed out that those rules are "not absolute" and that employers have some space
within those state laws to consider their own interests when evaluating something workers did
online.

"Even where it's lawful, generally speaking if the employer can show that the conduct violates an
employer's policies or values ... the employer may be able to take corrective action based on the
conduct," Segal said. "There is some risk even if an off-duty conduct statute applies, but then
there's a risk of ignoring it also. What's the message to the workforce and how will the employer
be perceived?"

Is the Employer Punishing the Worker for Political Speech?

Whether a person posts something to social media on their own or the individual, like Cooper, was
the subject of someone else's post, employers have to be wary of not punishing a worker for
something said or done in the context of political expression, according to Segal.

He noted that the "cultural ramifications" of an action being taken against a worker that appears
based in politics "would be problematic" for businesses even though only a few states protect
against bias based on political affiliation. Instead, employers should tether any action they take
against workers to specific policies that have been violated without trying to delve into workers'
intent behind a controversial post or its political nature.

"Employers need to be careful not to focus on the politics but rather the unacceptable conduct
that is embedded in what was intended as a political act," Segal said. "Just as an employer should
respond to social media disparagement of the Chinese, the employer should respond to social
media disparagement about evangelical Christians."

How Bad Was the Worker's Post?

Generally, as in Cooper's case, employers move to fire workers for things that play out on social
media after the content has spread widely, potentially hurting the company's standing with the
public.

But while the degree to which a post goes viral is one thing businesses might take into account
when considering whether to fire an employee, it shouldn't be the only factor, according to Segal.

He noted that problematic social media posts or behavior may include comments that are sexist,
racist or otherwise inconsistent with companies' equal employment opportunity policies. Other
posts that may lead to repercussions include those that reference violence or those that
promote unsafe conduct that runs counter to precautions employers are taking to curb the spread
of COVID-19.

And the emotional fragility brought about by the health and economic crisis — as well as the
increase in people who are teleworking — have blurred the lines of what is acceptable online
behavior, Segal added.

"The degree of harm is one factor that may be relevant, but some things may be so serious that
even if seen only by one would be enough" to take corrective action, he said. "I could see some
things posted widely that were gray and not be cause for discharge versus some things that are
posted narrowly — let's say seen only by one colleague — but would be so hateful that it would be
cause for discharge."

--Editing by Kelly Duncan.
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